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Space Purifier by Rahmqvist
Article: 41916-0 Space Purifier
Your Wellness:

Comparison: True Hepa Filter
Article: 41917 True Hepa Filter

You are the most important person in the role that you do. The healthier you are the more
productive you become, but that state is not easy to maintain. The workplace is a challenging
environment. There are multiple sources of equipment that actively produce positive ions, dust
particulates, airborne bacteria and pollution into the environment and that pollutes the air that
you breath, every second of everyday.
Think about it, do you get dry eyes, have repeated coughs, suffer from headaches, asthma or
have a skin irritation whilst at work? You are not alone! Similarly, do you work in an
environment near to a Laptop, PC tower, Photocopier, Scanner, Network Server or Air
conditioning Unit?? If so, the amazing SPACE PURIFIER from Rahmqvist is perfect for you!
The innovative design is very cool, but the magic comes from the TRUE HEPA FILTER and
Carbon Ioniser, that actively cleans 60m3 of air per hour. In fact, 99.97% of bad dust
particulates, mold spores, pollen, airborne bacteria and unpleasant odors are filtered out across
a space measuring 20m2, i.e. your office!
See the picture above, the white Hepa is what a new filter looks like, the dirty one at the top was
taken from a school office after 3 months … and that is the air that you breath !
Quiet but effective
Connect the Space Purifier to your computer or via the usb plug provided. You may not even
notice that the Space Purifier is turned on, at just 32db, no one will be disturbed. Leave it on
permanently to achieve the best result and you will notice the room cooling / cleansing.
Maintenance
We will call on you every 4 months and check the status of the True Hepa Filter. If it needs
replacing then you will incur a small charge for the part and we will change it for you.
Guarantee
Each Space Purifier come with a 2 year guarantee
enquiries@rahmqvist.com

